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ABSTRACT
This case study of one first-grade class explored what happened when poetry notebooks
were used as an instructional reading method for encouraging student enjoyment and
engagement in reading. The author made classroom observations, conducted interviews, and
collected artifacts over four months with one first-grade class of 24 students and two teachers.
These data were analyzed and triangulated. The study revealed that students, parents, and
teachers enjoyed the use of the poetry notebooks and that students were engaged while using
them. Poetry and music were found to be particularly pleasurable aspects of the poetry
notebooks that promoted enjoyment and engagement in students’ literacy learning. This study
used social learning theory to articulate how students were engaged by this instructional reading
method, in part, because social interactions were involved. Students enjoyed reading the poems
to their families and families enjoyed these shared reading experiences. The teacher supported
students’ learning through modeled reading of the poems. The social learning construct of
modeling, or observational learning, helped to support student growth in their reading confidence.
Self-efficacy, another construct of social learning, was evident in an increase in student
confidence. The positive social learning experiences led to further enjoyment and engagement in
literacy learning.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
For 14 years, I had the joy of teaching kindergarten through third-grade students. These
students came to school excited to learn how to read, and I enjoyed helping them in that process.
Currently, I am a Title One reading teacher in a kindergarten through eighth grade school. I
observe children that enjoy reading and others that do not. It is my desire to encourage a love for
reading for all students. I have seen that if you help students find reading materials that they
want to read and enjoy reading, it can help them become more engaged in reading. Once
students are more engaged in reading, they tend to read more and become better readers.
Researchers, theorists, and educators—no matter what their perspective—have asserted that
reading is learned through the act of reading (National Reading Panel, 2000). Finding the best
methods and materials for teaching reading, and inspiring students to read more and love to read,
has become a priority for me as a teacher.
During my years as a classroom teacher, I taught reading to students using several
different basal reading programs that my school district had adopted as state approved reading
materials. Publishers, in order to meet the state required teaching standards, created these
materials. For a typical first-grade class, these basal programs included: a teacher’s manual, a
student anthology, small-leveled readers, big books, workbooks with fill-in-the-blank activities,
and a variety of books for assessment, differentiation of instruction, and strategies for Englishlanguage learners (Dewitz & Jones, 2012). The student anthology included a collection of
stories that began with contrived, decodable short stories that reflected the phonic patterns that
were being taught in the program. For example, a decodable story working on the short /a/
sound and previously taught consonants would read like this: “I am Dan. I am a sad, sad cat.
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Look at Pam. Pam has bags.” (Lopez, 2008, p. 51). Subsequent stories from these basal readers
were written by unknown authors or taken from picture books or trade books and, at times, were
changed or adapted. My experience, along with the experience of teachers that I know, was that
the decodable stories were short and uninteresting. Researchers may agree that there is some
need for students to decode words, but there does not appear to be any support in the research for
suggesting that decodable text should be the only reading material for beginning readers
(Cunningham & Cunningham, 2002). The stories that followed the decodable stories quickly
became too difficult for students to read because the reading levels of these reading materials
were too high for the students for which they were intended. One study that compared the
readability of levels across five of the top-selling first-grade basal programs found that there was
much variation between the programs, with some passages being at second- and third-grade
levels (Maslin, 2007). I would read these stories aloud for enjoyment, but students would
struggle to read them independently.
Another issue of concern that Birdseye (1994) noted was that poetry within these basal
readers was limited, sporadic, and typically tied to a previously read story. Little room is left for
teacher or student choice or for reading a poem for its aesthetic value. Birdseye concludes,
“There is little joy or anything pleasing in the way that basals present and treat poetry” (p. 67).
While these basal programs can offer a rich assortment of text and instructional tools, saving
preparation time, they do not necessarily offer reading breadth or reading enjoyment (Dewitz &
Jones, 2012). Therefore, I began looking for reading materials that beginning readers could read
and would enjoy reading.
In order for children to learn to read and enjoy reading, they need to have exposure to
ability-level, appropriate, and engaging text for reading practice (Adams, 2009; Allington &
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Gabriel, 2012). I looked for low-level reading materials that were engaging. The materials I
found that were most successful for me were trade books from the Little Bear series by Else
Minarik and the Frog and Toad books by Arnold Lobel, as well as poems or songs that
supported topics we were learning about in class. These poems and songs were read repeatedly
for several weeks and became important components of my reading instruction.
Several years ago, while my husband and I were visiting our granddaughter on the
weekends, she would share with us her poetry notebook from school. She brought this notebook
home each Friday to read to her family. It was a three-ring binder filled with photocopied
poems, songs, and nursery rhymes that her teacher had given her to support the concepts or
topics she was learning about at school. For example, when her class was learning about spiders,
the teacher included, “The Itsy Bitsy Spider” and “Little Miss Muffet.” She had also illustrated
each page. Her “job” was to read her newest poems or songs to someone in the family (she also
read and reread many of her favorites) and then have a family member sign his/her name,
signifying she did her job, and make a comment about her reading on a signature-comment page
at the front of the notebook. When my husband and I would visit, she would read and perform
them for us. She had one of these notebooks in both kindergarten and first grade and she would
continue reading her notebook throughout the summer. Her first-grade poetry notebook included
108 poems, songs, or nursery rhymes by the end of the school year. I noticed and was impressed
that she enjoyed the process immensely. The use of this poetry notebook was a fun and engaging
instructional reading method and included delightful reading materials as well. I wondered if
other children enjoyed the notebooks as much as she did and what parents and teachers thought
about the use of the notebooks. I considered that there might be other reading benefits to these
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notebooks and perhaps they should be utilized in more elementary classrooms. These ponderings
were the catalyst for this case study.
Statement of the Problem
Some children do not choose to read or do not enjoy reading. In order to inspire a love
for reading, beginning readers should have the opportunity to experience reading methods and
materials that are enjoyable. Unfortunately, some reading programs, written by publishers and
adopted by states, do not include engaging or ability-level appropriate literature or consider
student enjoyment in reading (Dewitz & Jones, 2012). If beginning readers are not exposed to
appealing reading materials, they may lose their enthusiasm for reading at the time when reading
instruction is crucial (Gunning, 2000). This research study has been designed to address this
problem by exploring how the use of poetry notebooks in a first-grade classroom might promote
engagement and enthusiasm around reading.
Research Question
Based on the statement of the problem, the following research question was the focus of
the study: What impact do poetry notebooks, when used as a first-grade instructional reading
method, have on student enjoyment and engagement of reading?
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this case study was to discover what happens when poetry notebooks are
used for reading instruction with first-grade students in a classroom setting that is followed with
home support. The instructional reading method using poetry notebooks is generally defined as
a means for using poems, songs, and nursery rhymes to offer students an opportunity to hear a
model of fluent reading, to chorally read with others, and to read independently to self and
others.
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Poetry has been shown to engage students in their learning, increase reading confidence,
and improve reading fluency and comprehension (Durham, 1997; Faver, 2008; Foster, 1998;
Wilfong, 2008). As children delight in the fun and playful language of poetry, they may also
improve their reading skills.
Description of the Study
For this study, I supplied three-ring binders for use as poetry notebooks, similar to my
granddaughter’s, to one first-grade class. The classroom teacher in this study was Mrs. Collins,
who was a teacher in her 11th year of teaching. She had a student teacher assigned to her for the
spring semester, Miss Granberg. The classroom teacher and student teacher are referred to as
classroom teachers in this study. Each week, the classroom teachers and I collaborated and
selected two poems, songs, or nursery rhymes to go into these notebooks. For the purpose of this
paper, the word “poetry” or “poems” will be used as an inclusive term, to refer to poems, songs,
or nursery rhymes as entries into students’ poetry notebooks. Children were encouraged to selfselect poems of their choice to put in their notebooks. Families were invited to send in their
favorite poems to be added to the notebooks as well.
Children took their poetry notebooks home each Friday and read them with their families.
In the front of each student’s poetry notebook, there was a letter (see Appendix A) explaining to
the parents the purpose of the poetry notebook and how to use it. There was also a comment and
signature page (see Appendix B) for the parents to sign their initials, signifying the reading was
done, and to make a comment about their child’s reading if they wished.
Weekly, throughout the last four months of the school year, I observed students using
their poetry notebooks to discover their attitudes and feelings about the notebooks. At the end of
the four months, I conducted a whole-class debriefing using a set of guide questions (see
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Appendix C) asking students about their use of the poetry notebooks. A week later I asked some
follow-up questions (see Appendix D) to individual students in target groups. Also, I asked the
classroom teachers about their own use and the students’ use of the poetry notebooks using a set
of guide questions (see Appendix E). Then, I evaluated artifacts taken from the poetry
notebooks. Artifacts included a variety of student-illustrated poems, parent comment sheets, and
poems sent in by parents.
Limitations and Delimitations
Limitations of a study are details that the researcher cannot control, but these details may
have negative affects on the results of the study and should be stated so that readers of the study
can decide the significance of the limitations for themselves (Gay, Mills, & Airasian, 2009).
One limitation was that not all students returned their consent forms, and therefore, I was unable
to interview all students. Another limitation was that several of the planned classroom
observations were canceled or shortened in time due to unforeseen circumstances. Several
unscheduled teacher meetings or trainings came up for both Mrs. Collins and myself on
observation days, and several observations started late due to other classroom activities lasting
longer than planned. A further limitation was that we could only schedule 30 minutes per day
for each of the 11 observations.
Delimitations are descriptions of limits or boundaries that the researcher has imposed on
their own research and implies what the study is not (Rossman & Rallis, 1998). I chose to study
one first-grade class. While one classroom may limit the findings, it also offered me a better
opportunity to get to know the students and teachers. I also chose a specific school because I
believed it gave me an opportunity for purposive sampling. This larger school gave me more
choices of first-grade classes from which to choose. Finally, I made a decision to use specific
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data sources while other sources might have been utilized as well. I believe the data sources that
I used allowed for a broad understanding of the use of the poetry notebook that was the focus of
this research.
Bracketing
Bracketing is a qualitative research tool that, in part, describes the role of the researcher
and his or her possible biases. It is important for the researcher to decide how his or her personal
understandings of the elements of a study will be shared within that study (Creswell, 2013).
My role as researcher is as a graduate student in a doctoral program for education. I was
a classroom teacher for 14 years in California. For the past four years, my position has been as a
half-time Title One reading teacher and a half-time English-language development teacher in
Oregon. For this study, I investigated an instructional reading method in one first-grade class in
the school district where I am employed.
As a classroom teacher and in my Title One position, I have found that some reading
materials included in the state adopted reading programs are deficient. I have looked for other
methods or activities that might give my students more enjoyable and engaging options for
practicing their reading skills.
I have seen my granddaughter bring her poetry notebook home during the school year
and joyfully share it with her family. I have used a type of poetry notebook in my own
classroom with my English-language learners. I also directed a poetry notebook pilot study at
my school site the year prior to conducting this research.
Creswell (2013) describes the need for the researcher to “position” his/her self in writing,
through explanation of background and experiences. He explains this as the concept of
“reflexivity,” i.e., when the researcher is aware of personal biases and values. These past
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experiences may have influenced me during this research; however, I made every effort to keep
personal biases to a minimum and maintain objectivity through this study. I took notes during
classroom observations and wrote reflective notes afterward to bring greater awareness and
accountability as a researcher.
Key Terms
Basal reading program: A basal reading program is developed by publishers to meet the
reading standards of states and school districts. A basal program may include a teacher’s
manual, a student anthology, small-leveled readers, big books, workbooks, and a variety of
books for assessment, differentiation of instruction, and strategies for English-language learners
(Dewitz & Jones, 2012).
Choral reading: Choral reading is when students and the teacher read the same passage
or text together, or “in chorus,” and less able readers are supported by more able readers
(Peregoy & Boyle, 2005).
Confidence: Confidence, for this study, is broadly defined as a student’s feeling that they
are able to complete a task or activity.
Decodable text: Decodable text is a type of text used in beginning reading books where
most of the words can be sounded out, e.g., “The fat cat sat on the mat.” These texts include a
high percentage of words with phonic associations that students have been previously taught
(Moats, 1998).
Engagement: For the purposes of this study, engagement was defined as the time that
students are active and are using their minds, hearts, and bodies to learn (Jablon & Wilkinson,
2006).
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Enjoyment: For this study, enjoyment involves students finding pleasure from a particular
activity (Clark & De Zoysa, 2011).
Reading fluency: Reading fluency is reading that is smooth, accurate, and has proper
expression (National Reading Panel, 2000). Samuels (2002) would add that the importance of
fluent reading is to perform two tasks at once—identifying words, and at the same time,
comprehending what they mean.
Phonics: Phonics is the code of language in which written letters or graphemes match the
sounds or phonemes within words. For example, the long sound of /a/ can be written or spelled
as: /a/, /ay/, /ai/, /ei/, /ey/, or /eigh/. Students can then sound out the letters and blend them
together to sound out words (Cunningham & Cunningham, 2002).
Poetry notebook: For this research paper, the term “poetry notebook” refers to a threering binder that is filled with poems, songs, and nursery rhymes that are considered engaging and
grade-level appropriate text. These notebooks have a letter to parents explaining their use for athome reading, and a parent signature and comment page to confirm that students did the reading.
Self-efficacy: Positive self-efficacy is defined as the student’s belief that he/she can be
successful at reading (Baker, 2003; Bandura, 1977).
Shared reading: Shared reading involves the student and the teacher reading together
(Cunningham & Allington, 1994). For the purpose of this particular study, shared reading
additionally refers to students reading with other students or with a family member.
Social learning: Social learning is simply defined as learning that relies on learning from
others (Bandura, 1977).
Teacher Modeling or Observational Learning: For this study, teacher modeling or
observational learning is a process where students first see their teacher model fluent reading of a
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poem for them and then they will feel more capable as they read the poem themselves (Bandura,
1977).
Summary
This case study focused on discovering what impact poetry notebooks made as an
instructional reading method when used with one first-grade class. Data sources included
observations, student and teacher interviews, and analysis of collected artifacts from students’
poetry notebooks. The next chapter contains a review of existing literature on the importance of
student enjoyment and engagement in learning to read with special attention to the benefits of
poetry, parental support, and factors of social learning.
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Chapter 2
Review of the Literature
Introduction
It is suggested that the researcher begin reading the existing literature with a wide lens
initially in order to know which issues have been covered thoroughly and which issues need
more investigation, and then consider the theories that have a bearing on the topic (Pan, 2008).
This review of the literature developed a framework that guided my understanding of the use of
poetry notebooks as an instructional reading method related to student enjoyment and
engagement (Rossman & Rollis, 1998). Understanding the research that has previously been
done also helped me interpret the results of my study as I compared and contrasted my findings
with those in the existing literature (Gay, et al., 2009).
The purpose of this literature review is to examine the use of poetry notebooks in
relationship to student enjoyment and engagement. While enjoyment and engagement were the
focus of this literature review, many of the studies reviewed were more about achievement in
reading. In particular, I focused on the importance of enjoyment and engagement to the process
of learning to read; the benefits of using poetry as reading materials; the positive effects of
parental support; and the influence of social learning for student enjoyment and engagement.
Importance of Enjoyment and Engagement for Learning to Read
It is natural to participate in activities that we find enjoyable. In the introduction of his
book, The Read Aloud Handbook, Trelease (2001) tells the reader that his book is not about
teaching the child how to read, but about teaching the child to want to read. Then he shares an
old educational adage, “What we teach children to love and desire will always outweigh what we
teach them to do” (p. xiii). In a yearly article in Reading Today, published by the International
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Reading Association, the authors included an annual list of reading topics that were rated by 25
leaders in literacy. The following were the ratings: What’s Hot, What’s Not, Should Be Hot, and
Should Not Be Hot (Cassidy & Grote-Garcia, 2014). The 2014 results listed the category of
Motivation and Engagement as being “What’s Not” but “Should Be Hot.” The authors reminded
readers that “What’s Not” is not the same as “not important.” With topics such as the Common
Core State Standards and high-stakes assessments, along with some related topics rating in the
“What’s Hot” category, it is easy to see why motivation and engagement have fallen by the
wayside. However, as the literacy leaders suggest, motivation and engagement “Should Be
Hot.” Similarly, in Australia, evidence supports that students’ academic engagement in learning
is key to their achievement, but this concept has been largely ignored in educational policy
debates in Australia (Taylor, 2013). Taylor’s study included over 3,000 children and examined
how children’s engagement in learning activities and their enjoyment of reading and math related
to their academic success. In Taylor’s study, engagement in and enjoyment of learning were
related to academic achievement. Most educators would want students who are motivated and
excited to read for pleasure, because these children would then develop good reading habits and
improve in their reading achievement (Gambrell, 2011).
Even though the terms “enjoyment” and “engagement” do not have the same definition,
the two words will be linked for the purposes of this study. Simply defined, enjoyment involves
students finding pleasure from an activity (Clark & De Zoysa, 2011), while engagement means
that students are active and are using their minds, hearts, and bodies to learn (Jablon &
Wilkinson, 2006). “Psychologically, engaged learners are intrinsically motivated by curiosity,
interest, and enjoyment and are likely to want to achieve their own intellectual or personal goals”
(Jablon & Wilkinson, 2006, p.1). The literature suggests that students who enjoy an activity are
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more likely to be engaged in that activity. In the case of reading instruction, students who do not
find reading pleasurable, are more likely to stop reading and find more enjoyable alternatives
(Clark & Rumbold, 2006). Nell (1988) suggests that one goal of reading instruction is to
develop a child’s desire to read playfully and spontaneously. This, in turn, extends reading time
and therefore reading engagement. Nell believes there is a need for more research to learn about
the complex but playful act of reading.
In a mixed-methods study of nine- to ten-year-old students in the United Kingdom,
researchers measured enjoyment using both quantitative and qualitative data analyses (Crook,
Heath, Lunt & Whelan, 2008). The researchers discovered that the benefits of enjoyment during
learning are not an end product but are also related to engagement and a sense of achievement.
Quantitative data showed a correlation between enjoyment and engagement 60% of the time and
a correlation between engagement and achievement 61% of the time. Their study discovered
that students experienced enjoyment for a variety of reasons, which included: having access to
focused activities, having knowledge that someone cares about their enjoyment in learning, and
receiving praise from others. The researchers’ conclusions indicated that “…enjoyment,
engagement, and achievement work together in young people’s learning” (p. 43).
In an overview of research, that explored reading for pleasure and its impact on literacy
learning, Clark and Rumbold (2006) found that reading for pleasure is an activity that has real
educational and social consequences. According to the studies they reviewed, children improved
in their overall academic achievement as well as improved in their social skills. Clark and
Rumbold acknowledged that most reading research focuses on the academic aspects of reading.
While being able to read is important, the authors point out that some children who can read may
not choose to do so. As I conducted the literature review, I also found much more research about
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the academic aspects of reading than research on reading for pleasure. This may further explain
why the concept of enjoyment and engagement of reading is not widely accepted as important.
Enjoyment or positive emotions and challenging tasks have been linked to student
engagement. Csikszentmihalyi (1990) describes his theory of “flow” as a concentrated state of
absorption in an activity that is intrinsically enjoyable, such as when a person is focused in play
or performance. Flow theory is based on the relationship between challenges and the skills to
meet those challenges. Shernoff, Csikszentmihalyi, Schneider, and Shernoff (2003) conducted a
longitudinal study of 526 high school students about how they spent their time in school and
under what circumstances did they report being engaged in their learning. The findings of the
study suggested that activities that are academically challenging and also foster positive
emotions are the activities that are most engaging for students. Therefore, these positive
emotions or enjoyment in an activity may lead to a continued desire to learn (Csikszentmihalyi,
1997).
Benefits of Poetry for Reading Enjoyment and Engagement
Most children have experienced the enjoyment of poetry. “Poetry is as delightful and
surprising as being tickled or catching a snowflake on a mitten” (Prelutsky, 1983, p. 18). Many
children’s first exposure to the language of poetry comes from hearing nursery rhymes at home
(Manning, 2003). Parents sing lullabies, recite rhymes, and read Dr. Seuss books (Parr &
Campbell, 2006). As children make the transition to school, the use of poetry for reading
enjoyment, engagement, and instruction has support from many literacy leaders and reading
researchers. Poetry has been shown to engage students in their learning, increase reading
confidence, and improve reading fluency and comprehension (Durham, 1997; Faver, 2008;
Foster, 1998; Rasinski, Rupley, & Nichols, 2008; Wilfong, 2008).
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Perhaps most importantly, poetry has been shown to engage and delight young readers
(Aravani, 2012; Dowker, 1991; Durham, 1997; Faver, 2008; Routman, 2000; Sekeres & Gregg,
2007; Stange, 2008; Wilfong, 2008). In a case study at a Greek primary school, Aravani (2012)
examined how the teaching of poetry would develop a kindergartener’s love for poetry and
enhance an interest in reading, while also improving their vocabulary and creative thinking
skills. Aravani designed a poetry program centered on poems about flowers because flowers can
be experienced by the five senses and can be found in a typical child’s environment. After the
poetry program, quantitative data showed a rise in student satisfaction when reading poems. At
first, only 18.2 percent of students were satisfied with poetry reading, and after the intervention,
90.9 percent of students found satisfaction when reading poems. Qualitative analysis based on
observations and interviews indicated that children enjoyed the poetry program and wanted to
participate again the following year. Aravani concluded from the case study that involved more
poetry reading supported an increase in children’s reading motivation as well as their love for
poetry.
All students may benefit from the use of poetry. Poetry “is a genre especially suited to
the struggling or unmotivated reader…and nurtures a love and appreciation for the sound and
power of language” (Perfect, 1999, p. 728). Wilfong (2008) looked for a remediation activity
that would engage and support struggling third-grade readers, and developed the Poetry
Academy, a reading program using poetry. Poems were selected based on ability level and
humor, for 86 third-grade participants. Volunteers would meet with students once a week, model
the first reading of each poem, and then, they would read together. Finally, students would take
the poem home and read it several times to family members. The following week they would
read the poem again to the volunteer before beginning over with a new poem. A statistically
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significant finding of this study was that the Poetry Academy students, when compared to the
control group, had a positive change in attitude towards reading from semester one to semester
two on an elementary reading attitude survey.
In several other studies, it was noted that struggling readers benefited from reading
interventions and activities that included the use of poetry (Durham, 1997; Sekeres & Gregg,
2007). Sekeres and Gregg (2007) for example, found that the simplicity of nursery-rhyme-type
poems supported struggling readers because of the short lines, repetition, and rhyme. The
students felt confident as they learned to read the poems fluently. Durham (1997) also found that
the short, compact form of a poem helped her struggling readers understand the meaning of a
whole piece of writing. As her students reread the poems, they read more fluently, sounding like
their more able peers, which helped their confidence to grow. They enjoyed reading the poems
and were more willing to take risks in their reading.
In a paper that addressed the use of rhyming poetry for fluency and phonics instruction,
the authors suggested that this rhyming poetry was fun and developed a sense of mutual trust and
friendship within the classroom (Rasinski, et al., 2008). Faver (2008) used poetry in her
classroom in order to practice repeated reading to improve her students’ reading fluency.
Because of the rich and playful language, students wanted to read and had fun while reading. In
another classroom, Durham (1997), explained, “I refused to ruin poetry by teaching it” (p. 76).
With a busy classroom schedule, she felt it did poetry a disservice by conducting a few isolated
poetry activities each year. However, in her fourth year as a teacher, encouraged by a new
teaching team, she decided to begin actively teaching poetry. She started daily poetry reading
with her fourth graders. As her students became engaged in a variety of poetry related activities,
they learned to love language and became more motivated to read. Durham wrote, “Hardly an
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indoor recess period goes by without a cluster of students at the poetry shelf…I have to chase
them away…every morning when the bell rings and shoo them from the shelf to catch their buses
in the afternoon” (p.78).
In a study that investigated various poetic forms used by young children from Great
Britain, Dowker (1991) analyzed 606 poems that were written by 78 children between the ages
of two and six. The researcher’s aim was to prompt and observe the use of rhyme, alliteration,
and similes in student-written poems. However, what the researcher discovered was the
syntactic device used most often was modified repetition. When children wrote, they would
repeat words or lines in a poem. Even though this device was not elicited, Dowker believed
repetition might have been used simply for pleasure and enjoyment. Though this study focused
on writing poetry, it described the enjoyment children found as they created poems and played
with the language of poetry.
Based on the above studies, poetry as a genre for reading instruction has been shown to
delight and engage young readers. Struggling or unmotivated readers become more enthusiastic
and interested in reading. Student confidence is also improved as the simplicity of shorter lines,
along with rhythm and rhyme, assist students to read poems more easily than other types of text.
Positive Effects of Parental Support for Children’s Reading Enjoyment and Engagement
“What parents believe, say, and do does make a difference” (Baker, 2003, p. 87).
Parental involvement offers children the chance for better educational engagement and
enjoyment (Villiger, Niggli, Wandeler, & Kutzelmann, 2012; Yopp, & Yopp, 2009). Although
this study focused on enjoyment and engagement, many educational researchers acknowledge
that when parents are actively involved in their child’s education, it promotes more positive
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academic achievement (Foster, 1998; Loera, Rueda, & Nakamoto, 2011; Lyons & Pinnell, 2001;
Padak & Rasinski, 2006).
Padak and Rasinski (2006) stressed the importance of extending literacy instruction
beyond the school day, and the natural place for that extension would be the child’s home. Their
suggestions for including the family in this extended literary instruction were: sending home
authentic texts such as poems, songs, and jokes; making activities easy, enjoyable, and
consistent; and keeping the activities brief to honor the busy life of the family. These activities
should also be playful and fun in order to promote long-term involvement. In their study, they
used a simple home reading program called Fast Start, which they had developed and which
only lasted 10 to 15 minutes per day. Kindergarten through second-grade teachers sent home
short passages for parents to read to their child, read with their child, and then listen to their child
read to them. The program also included word study activities. The results indicated that the
program was effective in improving children’s reading abilities. Additionally, children believed
that the program helped them to become better readers, and the parents thought that their
children became more excited about reading.
Pitcher (2009) developed an activity called the Great Poetry Race to encourage students
to read and reread poems to as many people as possible. Pitcher, like Padak and Rasinski (2006),
realized that families needed activities that were simple, inexpensive, and easily done at home.
Pitcher also felt the activity worked well because, for parents, the activity was easy-to-use and
nonthreatening. Both students and parents enjoyed positive reading experiences in their
everyday lives.
Several other studies demonstrated that parental involvement increased student
engagement and enjoyment in reading (Baker, 2003; Villiger, et al., 2012; Yopp & Yopp, 2009).
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Yopp and Yopp (2009) suggested activities for children to “play” with language at school and at
home in order to improve their phonemic awareness. They recognized that many cultures have
traditional rhymes, chants, and songs that can engage children in literacy. Baker (2003) found
that children who enjoyed early literacy experiences were likely to read more in subsequent
years, leading to higher reading achievement. Baker wanted to help teachers understand how
support at home influences reading motivation, and how teachers might enlist the assistance of
parents in motivating their children. Two basic methods were used to meet these goals. One
was having the parents trained in teaching reading with highly prescribed methods. The other
was having parents use more informal and enjoyable activities with their children. The second,
more informal method was found to have more support in the long run for improved reading
activity, motivation, and achievement.
Villiger et al. (2012) conducted a study to compare a school/home-based intervention
with a school-only intervention for fourth graders in the areas of reading comprehension and
reading motivation. While neither intervention was found to predict improved reading
comprehension, the school/home based intervention showed significant positive effects for
reading enjoyment. The researchers suggested that positive parental support and strong literacy
interactions helped to encourage children’s reading motivation.
The family structure can support a child’s engagement in learning in a variety of ways.
Holdaway (1979), when looking at home situations where children learned to read at an early
age, found that parents and children experienced satisfaction and enjoyment from shared reading
experiences. Holdaway suggested that the parent-child relationship was strengthened through
these shared literacy experiences, and these children also felt an added sense of security. When
Faver (2008) added a poem a day to her classroom activities and had students take the poem
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home for reading, children were excited to take the poems home and “perform” them for their
parents. Based on the literature reviewed, parental involvement may enhance a child’s
enjoyment and engagement in reading.
Influence of Social Learning for Children’s Reading Enjoyment and Engagement
Social interaction is an essential aspect of language development, and it would be
recommended that these interactions be of high quality (Dewey, 1938; Gunning, 2000). Swiss
developmental psychologist, Jean Piaget, believed that social interactions between students,
teachers, and parents were important factors for children’s cognitive development (Wadsworth,
1989). In a study that compared students that read with those that choose not to, that through
social interactions with others, readers learn that reading is fun and stimulating (Strommen &
Mates, 2004). When students in this study were interviewed, it was discovered that students
discussed books with other young people in their social circle and saw reading as part of their
social life.
Well-known Soviet educational psychologist, Lev Vygotsky (1997), proposed that the
social environment determines a student’s experience, and a teacher helps educate the student by
creating a particular social environment. Vygotsky put forward the idea that the educational
process is active on three levels: student, teacher, and environment. Education is realized
through the student’s experience, which is determined by the environment, and the role of the
teacher is to direct and guide the environment. Dewey (1938) suggested that “…all human
experience is ultimately social[,] that it involves contact and communication” (p. 38). Dewey
believed that these social experiences needed to be of high quality, enjoyable, and engaging.
These positive experiences would then influence future experiences and result in the growth of
individuals. Similarly, Vygotsky stated that “...every form of education constitutes a re-
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education of what has already been realized” (p. 322). Students bring with them a varied and
vast background of experiences and knowledge to build on, and educators in the classroom
environment become part of that, building one experience upon another.
Similar to Vygotsky’s (1997) idea that the social environment is active on three levels
(student, teacher, environment), Bandura (1977, 1997) proposed a triadic-reciprocal model of
social learning (see Figure 1). Bandura describes this model as “reciprocal determinism,” which
involves: personal, behavioral, and environmental factors all working, back and forth, together.
The three factors may have different relative influences on one another, depending on each
setting and for different behaviors.

Personal	
  
Factors	
  

Behavior	
  

Environment	
  

Figure 1. Bandura’s (1997, p. 6) model of social learning interactions.
An additional theoretical construct of Bandura’s (1977) social learning theory is that of
learning through modeling. People observe others, get an idea about how new behaviors can be
performed, later attempt the new behaviors, and therefore, avoid needless errors. This modeling
or observational learning has four processes (see Figure 2). These processes include: attentional,
retention, motor reproduction, and motivational. During a modeled event, a person needs to
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attend (attentional) to the model in order to learn the behavior. Next, people cannot be
influenced by modeled behavior if they do not remember (retention) the behavior. Then, the
person observing the modeled behavior needs to convert what they see or hear into appropriate
actions (motor reproduction). Finally, the modeled behavior is more likely to be learned and
performed if the behavior appears to have positive consequences (motivational).
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Figure 2. Bandura’s (1977, p. 23) social learning processes of observational learning.
Researchers have found that students benefit when they hear an adult model reading
fluently (Chard, Vaughn, & Tyler, 2002; Durham, 1997; Faver, 2008; Wilfong, 2008). In the
mixed methods study previously mentioned, Wilfong (2008) created an intervention program for
third graders called the Poetry Academy. Volunteers were trained and then worked with
students. The volunteers began by modeling fluent reading of a poem to individual students.
Then students read with the volunteer, and finally read independently and to others. The
findings of the study showed statistically significant gains for the treatment group over the
control group on reading assessments of correct words per minute and word recognition. On an
elementary reading attitude survey, there were significant gains in improved positive attitudes
toward academic reading between semester one and semester two. Wilfong suggested, “It makes
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sense that when students are comfortable and feel success in a task, they are more likely to enjoy
engaging in it” (p. 10). In the qualitative part of the study, students, volunteers, teachers, and
parents all offered positive comments about the Poetry Academy.
As Durham (1997) began to teach poetry in her fourth grade classroom, she found her
students stumbling over words in their initial reading of the poems. She realized that if students,
especially struggling students, heard the poem read well the first time, it helped them to
understand and read the poems more fluently. Durham began to model the reading of the poems
for her students. Similarly, another teacher using poetry in her classroom found that modeling of
poems helped her students to read with better expression (Dowhower, 1991). Through this
modeled reading, Dowhower’s (1991) students learned when to pause or which words to stress.
Also, while doing action research and teaching poetry in her classroom, Foster (1998) found that
reading fluency was improved when the teacher or parents included modeling of poetry reading
as part of her program. This more fluent reading can then lead to gains in reading
comprehension as students are able to focus on the text rather than the decoding of the poem
(Chard, et al., 2002). This might be considered a type of supported reading. Supported reading
involves the teacher considering their students’ needs as well as the demands of the text to be
read. The teacher will explain or model for students the important things to be done while
reading, and step in and assist students as needed (Cunningham & Allington, 1994).
Just as observational learning is a construct of social learning, Bandura (1977) describes
another construct of social learning, that of self-efficacy. Positive self-efficacy is the belief that
a person can succeed in a particular situation. For this case study, a student’s positive selfefficacy would be described as a student’s confidence that they can read successfully. Bandura
proposed four sources of information that would influence self-efficacy (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Bandura’s (1977, p. 80; 1995, pp. 3-5) sources of efficacy expectations and modes of
influence.
As seen in the model above, performing (performance accomplishments) a task
successfully strengthens our sense of self-efficacy. Bandura (1995, p. 3) stated, “Successes build
a robust belief in one’s personal efficacy.” Vicarious experiences, or watching others
successfully perform a task, also support positive self-efficacy. Bandura suggested that others
can support our self-efficacy by their verbal suggestions, or social persuasion. Our own
responses and emotional state can play a role in our self-efficacy. As students experience
enjoyment, they are in a positive emotional state. The model indicates that positive self-efficacy
or confidence in learning is impacted by many factors.
Several of the books, papers, and studies previously cited in this chapter speak to children
gaining positive self-efficacy or confidence as they enjoy learning, read poetry, or are supported
by their families. Children’s poetry, by its nature, has shorter lines, repetition, and rhyme,
making it easier to read and make sense of, and allows students to feel confident and gain a sense
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of accomplishment (Rasinski, et al., 2008; Sekeres, & Gregg, 2007). As Favor’s (2008) students
read and performed poetry on a daily basis, she saw growth in reading achievement and selfconfidence. Shared reading of poetry, especially when it has rhythm and rhyme, promotes
confidence and competence for beginning or struggling readers (Routman, 2000).
Conclusion
This review of the literature indicates that the use of poetry has much to offer in the way
of encouraging enjoyment and engagement in reading. The literature also suggests that parental
involvement improves student enjoyment and engagement in learning. Social learning theory,
along with the theoretical constructs of observational learning (modeling) and positive selfefficacy beliefs, may influence students’ engagement and enjoyment in literacy learning as well.
Nevertheless, some gaps exist in the research. As I conducted my literature review using
the database Academic Search Premier, the majority of the studies I found focused on types of
reading achievement more than on enjoyment or engagement of reading. Also, as I followed up
with a Google Internet search, I discovered many teachers use a form of a poetry notebook and
describe how they use it, but there was little evidence of research as to the best method or
strategies for using these notebooks.
This case study addresses some of the gaps mentioned above in several ways.
Specifically, this study focused on student engagement and enjoyment, which have been shown
to have positive effects for literacy learning. Also, this research describes a possible method for
using poetry notebooks. While this is only one method, it offers the possibility of being
duplicated by classroom teachers and improved upon. Finally, this study uses the lens of
Bandura’s (1977) social learning model in order to propose the value in social learning,
modeling, and positive self-efficacy for enjoyment and engagement in reading.
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Chapter 3
Methods
Introduction
As I took steps to focus my study and develop a trustworthy research design, I also
needed to consider the nature of qualitative inquiry. Balancing my initial plan with elements of
the study that might change and would need to be reconsidered, modified, or adapted became
part of the trustworthiness of this research (Creswell, 2013; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Maxwell,
2005).
The purpose of this study came from my desire as a reading teacher to discover reading
methods and materials that engage and delight beginning readers as they learn to read. Engaging
reading methods and materials for children who are just learning to read is an important
component of any reading program (Adams, 2009; Gunning, 2000). Unfortunately, some
children do not want to read or do not enjoy reading. In order to inspire a love for reading,
beginning readers should have the opportunity to experience reading methods and materials that
are engaging and enjoyable.
The instructional reading method studied in this research was the use of a poetry
notebook. The definition of a poetry notebook for this particular study refers to a three-ring
binder that is filled with poems, songs, and nursery rhymes that are considered engaging and
ability-level appropriate text. Through observations, interviews, and content analysis of artifacts,
I gained insights into the use and power of poetry notebooks within one first-grade class.
This study suggests one central research question along with four sub-questions.
Creswell (2013) recommends that researchers reduce their study to one, overarching central
question and several sub-questions that are open-ended, evolving, and non-directional.
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Central Research Question:
What impact do poetry notebooks, when used as a first-grade instructional reading
method, have on student enjoyment and engagement of reading?
Sub-question 1.
What do classroom observations reveal about children’s use of their poetry notebooks?
Sub-question 2.
What do children reveal and self-report about their use of poetry notebooks?
Sub-question 3.
What do teachers reveal about children’s use of their poetry notebooks?
Sub-question 4.
What does content analysis of artifacts taken from the poetry notebooks reveal about
students’ use of their poetry notebooks?
My research methodology followed established professional procedures. This chapter
describes the procedures used, including the setting, participants, sampling strategy, research
design, data collection, analytical procedures, validity and trustworthiness, research ethics, role
of the researcher, and potential contributions to the research.
Setting
The site selection for this study was a convenience sample. I work as a reading specialist
in a public school in a small-town school district in the Willamette Valley in northern Oregon.
According to the 2010 Census, the town had a population of 9,222. Table One describes the
racial makeup of the community based on the Census.
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Table 1
Racial Makeup of Small Town in Willamette Valley, Oregon
____________________________________________________
Race
Percentage
____________________________________________________
Hispanic or Latino
12.3%
White
81.2%
Asian
1.0%
Other
1.5% ___
____
Many of the elementary schools in our district are small kindergarten through eighth
grade schools on the outskirts of town, and many teachers teach more than one grade level at a
time. I teach in one of these small schools. In these smaller schools, there are only one-half to
one class of first-grade students per school, which would not have allowed me to make a
purposive sample. For that reason, I selected a first-grade class with a larger diversity of
students from the larger, in-town elementary school. Table Two describes the characteristics and
racial makeup of the largest in-town elementary school. It houses only kindergarten through
third grade classes.
Table 2
Characteristics and Racial Makeup of Elementary School
_____________________________________________________
Characteristics
Students
_____________________________________________________
Number of Students
491
English Language Learners
15 %
Economically Disadvantaged
56 %
___________________________________________________
Race
Percentage
____________________________________________________
Hispanic or Latino
20 %
White
74 %
Other
6 % ___
____
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Participants and Sampling Strategy
The research design for this study included a purposeful sampling of 24 students of one
first-grade class. This type of sampling allowed me to select a class that purposefully informs an
understanding of the research problem and phenomenon in the study as well as describes
multiple perspectives (Creswell, 2013; Gay, et al., 2009). A first-grade class is representative of
the students who might use this type of reading method and materials (Maxwell, 2005). The
participants included 24 first-grade students and their teachers. Having personally been a firstgrade teacher and knowing that it is in first grade that many children transition from emergent to
fluent readers, these participants had the characteristics to make this investigation most
meaningful.
There are five first-grade classrooms in the selected elementary school. I used several
criteria to choose the class in a purposeful way. First, I chose a class with a willing and
experienced teacher. When I talked to the principal about my study, she recommended this
teacher and one other. I met with the teacher, Mrs. Collins, and described the nature of this
research. She agreed to have me conduct the study with her class of students. She has been a
teacher for 11 years. She is on committees that make decisions about curriculum and teacher
evaluations. As we discussed the study, I learned that she believed in using poetry and songs for
supporting her instruction, and she was interested in learning about the use of the poetry
notebooks. Mrs. Collins happened to have a student teacher assigned to her during the spring
semester of 2014, Miss Granberg. I was able to include the student teacher in this study, and for
this paper, the teacher and student teacher will be referred to as classroom teachers. Mrs.
Collins’ students represented the diversity of the population of the community. Table Three
describes the characteristics of the chosen class.
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Table 3
Characteristics and Racial Makeup of Class
_____________________________________________________
Characteristics
Students
_____________________________________________________
Number of Students
24
Gender
15 boys, 9 girls
English Language Learners
11
Children in Special Education
1
Economically Disadvantaged
12
_____________________________________________________
Race
_____________________________________________________
11 Hispanic
12 White
1 Other
_____________________________________________________
Research Design
I chose a bounded instrumental case study design for this research project. It is
appropriate because the case is bounded by the parameters of one class of students and their use
of poetry notebooks that lasted approximately four months during one school year. The study is
instrumental because it focuses on a concern—finding engaging reading methods and materials
for beginning readers—and considers just one case, which was the use of the poetry notebooks
by one class of students (Creswell, 2013).
To develop the case, and after all initial consent forms (see Appendix F) were obtained, I
introduced the poetry notebooks to all students. All students participated in the poetry notebook
instructional reading method as part of their regular classroom curriculum; however, only data
from students that returned their consent forms became part of this study. These poetry
notebooks were three-ring binders with a see-through cover with an inserted cover page (see
Appendix G). When students first took the poetry notebooks home, the notebooks included an
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information sheet (Appendix A) for their parents about how to use the poetry notebooks. I
collaborated with the classroom teacher to find appropriate songs, poems, and nursery rhymes
for use in the notebooks. I have a large personal collection to draw from, yet I also wanted to be
sensitive to the needs of the students and teachers about any subjects that they might be
interested in or be studying about during the school year. I provided the poems, songs, and
nursery rhymes unless the teacher had something she had prepared. The teachers and students
used the poetry notebooks for four months, from February to May of 2014. I visited the
classroom once a week in order to observe students using their poetry notebooks and to collect
data. The teacher added other poems and songs to the notebooks on days that I did not observe.
At the end of the school year, students were able to take home and keep their poetry notebooks.
A distinction of a good case study is that it presents a deep understanding of the case,
which is accomplished by the researcher collecting many forms of data (Creswell, 2013).
Qualitative research is strengthened with this multi-dimensional approach, also known as
triangulation. Triangulation is the use of multiple data sources and multiple data collection
strategies to develop a more complete picture of the topic under study and to crosscheck
information (Gay, et al., 2009; Stake, 1995). By using a diversity of individuals and a variety of
collection methods, chance associations and biases are reduced and the research can be
considered more accurate or trustworthy (Grady, 1998; Maxwell, 2005). The data collection for
this case included five forms of data: classroom observations, a whole-class debriefing,
individual student interviews, teacher interviews, and poetry notebook artifacts. These data were
collected from February 5th to June 16th of 2014.
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Data Collection
Classroom observations.
Observation is an important tool for collecting data in qualitative research and involves
using the five senses (Creswell, 2013). The emphasis is on understanding the natural
environment as experienced by the participants without altering it (Gay, et al., 2009). Lincoln
and Guba (1985) suggest there should be enough prolonged engagement or time spent with
participants to build trust and learn the culture. I observed students using their poetry notebooks
in the classroom once a week over four months, February 5th to June 16th, 2014, for a total of 11
observation sessions. Several weeks were missed due to meetings that either the classroom
teacher or I had to attend. These observations occurred on Wednesday afternoons from 1:45 to
2:15 pm. I was a participant observer and used an observation protocol. The observation
protocol included a field notebook with a form (see Appendix H) that I developed for taking field
notes and included the date, the length of time of the observation, and a sketch of the classroom
where the activity was being conducted (Creswell, 2013). It had two columns for notes, one for
descriptive notes and one for reflective notes. For each observation, I took notes as the teacher
introduced the new poem to students as they sat on the carpet near her. I wrote down how the
teacher delivered instruction and how the students responded. When students were dismissed
back to their tables to illustrate and read their poems, I went from table group to table group and
interacted with the children. At the end of each observation, I wrote additional thoughts about
my time interacting with students as well as reflective notes about the entire observation.
The poetry notebook became an addition to Mrs. Collins’ regular classroom reading
instruction. In the school district of the class under study, it is required that 60% of reading
instruction is to be done using the district’s adopted reading materials. For the other 40% of
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instructional time, teachers are able to choose other instructional methods and materials that they
believe will meet the needs of their students. As part of the other 40% of the time, Mrs. Collins
used the poetry notebooks to further engage her students in an enjoyable reading activity as well
as to develop their reading skills. She taught mini lessons about a variety of language arts
concepts including: specific sight words, rhyming words, imagery, illustrations, and poetic
devices. She also used the poems to support student learning in both science and social studies.
Twice a week, on Monday and Wednesday afternoons, she conducted poetry notebook lessons. I
assisted Mrs. Collins in selecting poems. She would let me know what topics she would be
teaching about and together we found several poems for each topic. It was during Wednesday
afternoon poetry notebook lessons that I made my observations.
My participation began with the first observation day as I introduced the poetry
notebooks to students, and we learned the first poem together. The poem, “Keep a Poem in Your
Pocket,” was written on chart paper, and students were sitting in a group on a large carpet in
front of me. I told the children about my study and thanked them for letting me learn from them.
I read the poem, and we discussed its meaning. Then, we chorally read it together. I explained
to students about drawing an illustration to go with their poem and about reading their poems by
themselves or with a buddy. I also explained to them how they would put the poems in their
binders each week and then take their notebooks home on Fridays to read to their families over
the weekend. Then, I dismissed them to their tables to draw their illustrations and read
independently or to a buddy.
During subsequent visits, I observed students and the teacher as they learned a new poem
together. After the teacher modeled reading the poem, students would read it with her. Each
time, she would have a mini-lesson that reinforced a topic or reading concept that students were
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learning about. For example, if they had been working on rhyming words, she would have them
look for rhyming words in the poem and highlight or underline them. She would often have
them try and visualize what the poem meant and what they might draw for an illustration when
they went back to their seats. She would have them turn and tell an “elbow buddy” or neighbor
something they visualized or thought about the poem. Then, students would go to their tables
and read the poem independently or to another student or teacher and draw an illustration that
matched the poem. During this time, I would go from student to student and have them read the
poem to me or let them tell me about their illustration.
Whole class debriefing.
I conducted a whole-class debriefing session at the end of the four months. The guide
questions (see Appendix C) for the debriefing were field tested during a pilot test done during the
2012-2013 school year with children in a classroom that was not under study. The whole-class
debriefing is a group interview where a researcher can garner a shared understanding from a
group of individuals as well as views from specific participants (Gay, et al., 2009). I asked
students the guide questions and recorded their responses on chart paper as well as on a digital
voice recorder. Later, I transcribed the recordings. I also thanked them for participating in my
study, and I gave them a short note to thank their parents and ask their parents for any final
comments (see Appendix I).
Small-group-individual student interviews.
The week after the whole-class debriefing session, I returned to ask individual students
some follow-up questions in small target groups. I interviewed 18 students. Only students that
had returned their consent forms were interviewed. Part of this study was to understand what
students thought about their poetry notebooks. I brought groups of two or three students into a
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nearby classroom that was being used by other teachers working with small groups. I gave each
student his/her notebook; we removed the cover page (see Appendix G) from the see-through
cover of their binder; and I asked students to illustrate the cover using an idea from one of the
poems within the poetry notebook. As they did this, I asked questions using a set of guide
questions (see Appendix D). These guide questions had been field tested during the 2013-2014
school year. I asked each student the questions individually, allowing other students to add their
answers at the same time if they chose to do so. I took notes and used a digital voice recorder. I
tried to make sure that all students were asked all questions. At times, this was a challenge, as
some children were chatting away about a variety of topics or trying to find just the right color.
Teacher interviews.
I conducted personal interviews with the classroom teacher and her student teacher using
a set of guide questions (see Appendix E). The guide questions for the teacher interviews were
field tested during a pilot study done in the 2012-2013 school year. I gave the guide questions to
the teachers a week prior to the interviews. In doing so, the teachers were better able to reflect
on the poetry notebook methodology being studied and offer more information than in an
interview with unanticipated questions and spontaneous answers (Huffman, 2013). “Interviews
can explore and probe participants’ responses to gather in-depth data about their experiences and
feelings. They can examine attitudes, interests, feelings, concerns, and values more easily than
they can through observation.” (Gay, et al., 2009, p. 370). These interviews were conducted
privately, and I took notes and asked some follow-up questions. Both the teacher and student
teacher were enthusiastic responders and appreciated having a voice in this study.
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Poetry notebook artifacts.
I also collected artifacts from the poetry notebooks. Artifacts are written or visual data
sources, such as student work or parent comment sheets, which can contribute to the
understanding of an activity that is being explored (Gay, et al., 2009). I selected a variety of
pages from the student-illustrated poems (for samples see Appendix J). I collected the parent
comment pages from all students’ poetry notebooks (for samples see Appendix K) and any notes
or poems that parents added to the notebooks. Three weeks prior to the end of the school year, I
thanked the parents in a brief note (see Appendix I) and asked for any final comments. Only
eight parents returned these final comments. These comments (for samples see Appendix K)
also became artifacts that I reviewed. All of these collected artifacts were photo copied, and the
originals were returned to the students’ poetry notebooks.
Analytical Procedures
In qualitative research, data analysis begins with the first interactions with participants
and is on-going throughout the study (Creswell, 2013; Gay, et al., 2009). Stake (1995) suggests
that we are taking something apart, “by reading and rereading the accounts, by deep thinking…”
(p. 73) and this begins with our first impressions and ends with our final compilations.
All observation field notes, debriefing and interview transcriptions, interview notes, and
artifacts were read and reviewed many times with additional thoughts and questions being added
to my researcher’s notebook. All of these data were then coded or categorized. Coding is the
process where the data are put into categories and given a code or label. These labels may be
participants’ own words called “in vivo codes,” or perhaps names the researcher gives that seem
to best describe the information (Creswell, 2013). I used three types of coding: initial, focused,
and thematic (Huffman, 2013). In initial coding, I found all significant statements by
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participants, important details from field notes and artifacts, and gave them labels. For example,
if a student said that they enjoyed reading their poems to their family, I gave that statement the
labels of “enjoyment” and “family.” If an artifact, such as a written comment from a parent,
stated that the family enjoyed singing together, I gave that comment the labels of “enjoyment,”
“family,” and “singing.” Next, in focused coding, I looked for similarities and relationships
between and among initial coding labels and collapsed them in a smaller number of categories
(Maxwell, 2005). For instance, I took all statements and artifacts labeled as “enjoyment” and put
them into one category. Finally, in thematic coding, I looked for patterns or themes that
identified significant theoretical constructs. Then, I compared these findings to “a priori”
themes. A priori themes are those related themes that I found in existing literature (Huffman,
2013). I used colored highlighters, post-it notes, and data charts (see Appendix L) to assist me
with this coding process.
Validity and Trustworthiness
Qualitative researchers should give special attention to the issue of credibility, and at the
heart of this concern is the question of validity (Huffman, 2013). Creswell (2013) views
validation as “accuracy” and a strength of qualitative research. He suggests that writers reference
their validation terms and strategies. I used three validation strategies to aid in interpretation and
strengthen my research. First, I used triangulation, as previously mentioned. Triangulation
included the use of multiple data collection modes and multiple groups of participants, namely
students, parents, and teachers in order to give me diverse perspectives and experiences. No
single item of datum can be given serious consideration unless it can be triangulated by other
items of data (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). However, it is not the simple combining of different data,
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but how the researcher relates one to another to counteract the threats to validity identified in
each (Fielding & Fielding, 1986).
Also, I considered Lincoln and Guba’s (1985) conception of “thick description,” writing
with sufficient detail with an effort to give the reader the feeling of having been there. This
strategy attempts to connect the details by using strong action verbs and quotes by participants
(Creswell, 2013). This may help readers to transfer information to other settings and activities.
Lastly, I used the validation strategy of “member checking.” For member checking, I
returned to the participant teachers and one parent with my preliminary thinking and writing,
which consisted of my description or themes, in order to discover their views of these thoughts
as well as what may be missing in the findings (Creswell, 2013; Stake, 1995). This process
allowed interviewees to challenge what may be wrong interpretations or add additional
information for clarification (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). The response to member checking by one
teacher and one parent validated the findings that I shared with each. While nothing can
guarantee balance and fairness, I have employed the above mentioned validation methods to
support the trustworthiness of this research (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
Research Ethics
Ethical issues may come up in any phase of the research process and should be
anticipated and planned for as a qualitative study is begun (Creswell, 2013). To conduct the
study, I followed the procedures identified by the George Fox University Institutional Review
Board in order to ensure the anonymity and confidentiality of all participants. The process
included the development of an informed consent letter in English (see Appendix F), which I
presented to the parents or guardians of each student participant. For families that have a
primary language other than English (in this case, Spanish), I had the consent letter translated
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into their home language (see Appendix M). Prior to observations of student participants, I
asked students for permission to observe them during the reading activity addressed in the study.
I also obtained permissions from the school principal and classroom teachers of the setting
chosen for this study. I used pseudonyms for the teachers and children who participated in this
study.
All materials collected for this research remained securely in my possession throughout
the duration of the study and will remain so for three years after its completion. After three
years, I will personally destroy materials including the signed letters of consent and digital
recordings. I followed all conventional ethical, moral, and legal safeguards required for
scholarly research established by the George Fox University Institutional Review Board.
Role of the Researcher
As a doctoral graduate student at George Fox University, I am fulfilling partial
requirements of a doctoral degree through this qualitative research study. I was the designer,
observer, data collector, interviewer, and data analyst for this dissertation.
As a Title One reading teacher, this research was of interest to me because I have come to
know students that do not want to read or do not enjoy reading. It is my desire to encourage a
love for reading for all students whom I know in my current school setting and any future
students that I may have. When I observe a reading method or reading materials being used to
help children learn to read, I wonder, “Is that a good method or are those good materials? Are
these the type of materials that would motivate a student to read?” This study helped me answer
some of these questions, in part, about poetry notebooks.
I have also experienced, through my granddaughter, the reading method at the center of
this study, the use of poetry notebooks. It appeared that she enjoyed this reading method with its
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materials (poems, songs, and nursery rhymes), and I thought there may be value in studying this
phenomenon and discover what students, parents, and teachers would reveal about their use. I
was a participant observer and provided some of the resources for this study. I attempted to keep
my personal biases to a minimum and to maintain objectivity as described earlier in the
bracketing section in chapter one.
Potential Contributions of the Research
In order for children to learn to read and enjoy reading, they need to have exposure to
grade-level appropriate and engaging text for reading practice (Adams, 2009; Allington &
Gabriel, 2012). While decodable text may be advocated as grade-level appropriate, it may not
engage students to the level where they are excited to be reading. The findings of this research
may suggest a best practice or reading method for beginning reading instruction. Most educators
would agree that children that read more become better readers, and children that love to read
tend to read more. Stanovich (1986) has applied the concept of the “Matthew Effect” to describe
the discrepancy of those who read more and those who do not. The term Matthew Effect comes
from the Bible. In Matthew 25:29 (New Kings James Version), it states, “For to everyone who
has, more will be given, and he will have abundance: but from him who does not have, even
what he has will be taken away.” Stanovich explains that when students struggle with reading,
they do not enjoy the experience, and this leads to spending less time with reading related
activities. If we can help students to enjoy reading, we may be able to help more students
improve their reading ability as well.
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Chapter 4
Findings
Introduction
As a case-study researcher, Stake (1995) suggests that as we consider our data, “[t]here
are wanderings left and right…” (p. 76), but “by deep thinking…understanding creeps forward
and your page is printed” (p. 73). In this chapter, I have described my thinking and
understanding about what I have heard and observed. The purpose of the study came from my
desire as a reading teacher to discover reading methods and materials that engage and delight
beginning readers as they learn to read. This case study was used to discover what happened
when poetry notebooks were used with one first-grade class. Classroom observations, student
and teacher interviews, and content analysis of artifacts were evaluated to develop a greater
understanding, regarding the use of poetry notebooks as an instructional reading method. This
chapter provides evidence and discusses the themes in answer to the following research
questions:
Central research question.
What impact do poetry notebooks, when used as a first-grade instructional reading
method, have on student enjoyment and engagement of reading?
Sub-question 1.
What do classroom observations reveal about children’s use of their poetry notebooks?
Sub-question 2.
What do children reveal and self-report about their use of poetry notebooks?
Sub-question 3.
What do teachers reveal about children’s use of their poetry notebooks?
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Sub-question 4.
What does content analysis of artifacts taken from the poetry notebooks reveal about
students’ use of their poetry notebooks?
Participants in this study included 24 first-grade students and two classroom teachers at a
kindergarten through third-grade school in a small town in the Pacific Northwest during the 2014
school year. I chose a bounded instrumental case study design for this research project. The
study was bounded by the parameters of one class of students and their use of poetry notebooks,
which lasted approximately four months during one school year (Creswell, 2013). The study
was instrumental because it focused on a specific concern (Stake, 1995): exploring the use of
poetry notebooks as a way of engaging first-grade students in the joy of reading.
Results
As I completed the coding process, prominent themes and theoretical constructs evident
in the data included: enjoyment and engagement in literacy learning, social learning, selfefficacy or confidence in learning, and benefits of poetry and music for enjoyment and
engagement. I describe the themes and theoretical constructs by combining the findings from
each of the data sources. I begin my explanation of results with a description of a typical class
session using the poetry notebooks and follow it with an elaboration of each theme, as supported
by the data.
As I entered the classroom in the afternoon, students were actively engaged in finishing
up an art project that reflected a previous topic of learning. There was a warm breeze in the
room because in this older school the windows are left open for ventilation purposes. The room
was bright as the sun came through the west-facing windows. Markers, crayons, scissors, and
glue were scattered about on the tables with students coloring, cutting, and gluing their projects
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together. A variety of soft conversations were going on within the room. Several children were
finished, and others still had a ways to go. A few students greeted me as I put down my bag and
prepared my field notebook. Mrs. Collins, realizing that I had arrived, asked the children to
“finish up and join me at the carpet.” She had a prepared chart paper on an easel with the poem
for the day written in typical neat, cute, and colorful teacher printing. As students joined her at
the carpet, most sat in front of Mrs. Collins while a few stood toward the back. To get their
attention she used a familiar (to students) call and response:
Mrs. Collins: Oh class.
Students:

Oh yes.

Mrs. Collins: Class, class.
Students:

Yes, yes.

She then introduced the poem on the chart paper by reminding them about the garden unit they
had been working on and discussed some of the parts of plants. She showed them a seed and
discussed its role in a plant’s life cycle. Mrs. Collins asked them to picture in their mind what
she was reading about while she was reading to them. She then read the poem, “This is My
Garden.” When finished, she asked them to talk to a neighbor or “elbow buddy” about what they
had pictured. In groups of 2 or 3, students shared ideas. Mrs. Collins observed one student who
did not have an elbow buddy and engaged that student. Then she had children share out some of
their ideas. Some answers included, “plant,” “sun,” “garden,” and “rainbow.” She reminded
them that later they would be drawing what they pictured in their mind on their own garden
poem for their poetry notebook. She then read the poem, line by line, and had them repeat each
line with her. She asked students if they could find the plant words and had several come up and
draw a box around the words. Then, she had the children stand and recite the poem again, this
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time making movements that went with the poem about a growing plant. They were engaged
throughout the time at the carpet and were enthusiastic when they were able to stand, recite the
poem, and act like a growing plant. The students were then dismissed back to their tables and
received a personal copy of the poem to illustrate. They excitedly began their illustrations, and
many put boxes around the plant words as they had on the large chart paper. As I moved from
table to table, I asked individuals if they would like to read their poem to me, and each did so. A
few children referred to their illustrations, wanting me to appreciate some aspect of it. Some
asked to read other favorite poems to me that had been previously put into their notebooks. At
one table, a student began to sing a poem, and others joined in. I observed children enjoying
themselves. Mrs. Collins encouraged them to finish up as it was about time for them to go home
for the day. Students moved behind the puppet theater to get their poetry notebooks from the
baskets where they were kept and put their newest poem in their notebook. I quietly slipped out
of the room.
During the 10th observation, I wanted to offer students a poem of choice for putting into
their notebook. They were now learning about various animal groups, and if they did not have a
poem in mind, I offered to find a poem about their favorite animal. Most asked for an animal
poem; one boy requested, “Peter Piper Picked a Peck of Pickled Peppers.” One girl requested
the Disney song, “Let it Go,” and then there were multiple requests for that same song from
students sitting nearby; several burst out singing, and others joined in.
Central research question and themes.
In answer to the central research question, What impact do poetry notebooks, when used
as a first-grade instructional reading method, have on student engagement and enjoyment of
reading? all data sources were synthesized. The impact of poetry notebooks is discerned in the
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primary themes or theoretical constructs, including children’s enjoyment and engagement in
reading when using poetry notebooks, social learning including the constructs of modeling and
self-efficacy (confidence in learning), and benefits of poetry and music for enjoyment and
engagement in literacy learning. I elucidate each theme by sharing findings from all data
sources. Participant quotes that have been translated from Spanish are italicized.
Enjoyment and engagement in reading when using poetry notebooks.
Based on my observations and the notes and reflections from my field journal, I
discovered the theme of enjoyment and engagement in reading when using poetry notebooks.
During observations, I saw students enjoying themselves as they read or performed their poems
or songs. At times, they would read independently, with a neighbor, to their teacher, or to me.
Many also enjoyed having an opportunity to draw their illustrations. I never heard or observed a
student complain about moving into this activity, and most students were enthusiastic when
receiving their new poem for that day to read and illustrate. The fact that students spontaneously
wanted to read their poems supported the fact that they were engaged by this instructional
method.
On the first observation, when I introduced the poetry notebooks to students, I described
the process and told them that they would get to keep these notebooks. The children were
excited that these notebooks were theirs to keep. During the last observation and student
interviews, as we worked on the cover pages, I reminded children that these notebooks were
theirs to take home. Again they were enthused to have this notebook. One asked, “Do we really
get to keep it?”
During the second observation, students were engaged by the Valentine’s Day poem, “Be
Mine.” As they worked on their illustrations, they were eager to read to me this poem about
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friendship and share the picture they drew of their friend(s). The following week was the 100th
day of school, and the poem was about counting and sung to the tune of “Mary had a Little
Lamb.” At first the poem seemed difficult for the children, but after several readings and after
adding the tune, the poem became enjoyable, and students were enthusiastically singing it
together.
On the fifth observation, the poem added to the notebooks was a poem using the poetic
device of alliteration. Mrs. Collins and students had previously written this poem together. Each
line of the poem was humorously written using a student’s name along with a variety of food and
animal words. For example, “Don was riding a dragon while dreaming about dogs and a dozen
donuts.” This was by far the longest and most difficult poem in their poetry notebooks. There
were more unusual and longer words in this poem. As the poem was read by the class, there
were many giggles at the silly combination of words. As students were illustrating the poem at
their tables, many wanted to read to me their line and the lines that they found to be the funniest.
One student that sometimes did not want to read to me was excited to read his favorite line,
which was the line about his friend, Don.
Engagement and enjoyment were heightened during the sixth and seventh observations
by student movements being added to the poetry readings by Mrs. Collins. Both poems were
related to the thematic unit students had been working on about plants. As students reread the
poems adding movements that matched the words, students were smiling as they grew like plants
and “performed” the poems.
As time went on, and there were more poems in the poetry notebooks, students were
excited to read to me their favorites. One student would read a favorite, and then a nearby
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student would ask, “Can I read that one, too?” At times, one student would begin to read, and
several other children would join in.
During the 10th observation, the poem for the day was a humorous one called, “Fish.”
Mrs. Collins asked students to picture in their minds what was happening in the poem as she read
it. When she asked them what they pictured, one said, “Fish sticks to eat,” and other children
laughed. During illustration time, when I was reading with them, many of them emphasized the
last line in the poem, “Don’t get caught!” and then laughed.
Further confirmation to support this theme of enjoyment and engagement was evident
when students were asked how they felt about using their poetry notebooks. Answers included,
“excited,” “good,” “happy,” and “great.” During individual interviews, Embry said, “It’s lots of
fun.” In reference to the question about illustrating their poems, Heidi answered, “Yes, it’s my
favorite part…” and Beckett said, “…it’s fun to see what I can do.”
Relating to engagement, two students found their notebooks to be a useful resource.
Tucker said, “Sometimes I don’t have anything to do, and then I remember that I have my poetry
notebook.” And Embry agreed, “Yeah, because if you can’t find something in the library to
read, you can read your poems.”
When I asked teachers about students’ use of the notebooks as related to reading
enjoyment, Mrs. Collins replied, “Yes, they totally have; they get so excited just having their
notebooks.” Miss Granberg said, “Yes, the poems are fun and short, and they get to illustrate
them.” And when I asked what they felt was the most important benefit of the notebooks, Mrs.
Collins said, “I think because they are fun for the students.” Based on what they experienced,
both teachers thought they would enjoy using poetry notebooks in their classrooms in the future.
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Parents also confirmed the theme of enjoyment and engagement related to the use of the
poetry notebooks. One parent wrote “OMG” in the comment section of the notebook with other
parents simply drawing smiley faces. Although these abbreviated comments were difficult to
interpret, I took them to mean, that parents were pleased with their child’s reading or the shared
reading experience. Additional parent comments included, “Hudson loves to read us his poems;”
“Embry loves to read the poems;” and “Juan reads the poems to me and he enjoys doing it.”
Oliver’s mom wrote that her son and husband were happy with this project. Another comment
by Hudson’s parent was, “We had fun reading the poetry and looking at the artwork.” Several
families mentioned how they enjoyed spending time together doing this activity. Taylor’s mom
said, “It is very nice to read these poems with my daughter and be together with the family
singing and repeating these beautiful poems. It gives us a chance to have great quality time
together….”
Students, their parents, and teachers expressed their enjoyment of the poetry notebooks
for a variety of reasons. My observations and review of my field notebook and the artifacts also
confirmed these findings in relationship to enjoyment and engagement when using poetry
notebooks. As I reflected back to my observations and field notes, I realized over the 11 weeks
that I visited the classroom, that students looked forward to their time using their poetry
notebooks. During one of my last observations, a student came up to give me a hug. Many
students smiled and some waved and greeted me when I arrived, as if in anticipation for the
activity that would follow.
Social learning.
In most aspects of the data analyses, social interactions or social learning were evident.
A simple definition of social learning for this case study would be learning that relies on learning
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from others (Bandura, 1977). For example, a teacher models the reading of a poem to students,
and then after practice, students read that same poem to others. During my observations, I saw
social learning occur in a variety of ways. Mrs. Collins was a model to children as she
demonstrated the first reading of each poem. For example, when she read the poem, “Fish,” she
emphasized the rhythmic pattern of the poem and gave emphasis to engaging lines, such as
“Don’t get caught!” She encouraged students to form a picture in their head as she read; then,
she asked them to share with an elbow buddy what they had pictured. They were encouraged to
share with the group, and they discussed the poems together. Children responded to her as she
asked questions about the poems. Then, they reread each poem chorally one or more times. As
Mrs. Collins asked children to return to their tables to illustrate their poems, they continued to
interact with each other, their teachers, or with me. During the reading of the fish poem, I heard
students all around the room repeat the “Don’t get caught!” line with the same emphasis as their
teacher had, and then they laughed. When I asked children if they thought it helped them to have
the teacher read the poem to them first, Taylor said, “Yes, it helps me understand the poem.”
Chase answered, “Yeah, because I can understand the words more, and she can help me do it.”
Another aspect of social learning was supported in relationship to students taking their
poetry notebooks home. Students and parents read together and were models for each other. In
the whole-class debriefing, I asked, “Do you like to take your poetry notebooks home?” and
most hands went up. When I asked Mrs. Collins if children were excited to take the poetry
notebooks home, she said, “Yes, so excited!” Mrs. Granberg answered, “Yes, they remind us.” I
also observed students’ enthusiasm for taking their notebooks home. Several asked me if they
were going to get to keep them, and they were excited when I responded, “Yes!” The
opportunity to share their poetry notebooks with their families again alludes to how learning
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experiences are social, and are enjoyable when these social experiences are positive (Dewey,
1938).
I asked the children to whom they read their poetry notebook, and most responded,
“Mom” with many saying, “Dad” as well. Others that they read to included: “grandma,”
“sisters,” “brother,” “grandpa,” “babysitter,” and “aunt.” When I asked what they liked about
their poetry notebooks, Chase answered, “I like reading it to my baby brother.” When asked if
they might read it over the summer, most thought they would. When I asked to whom they
would read, Taylor said, “My mom, my dad, my sisters, my brothers, or the family that’s going
to come—I think they are coming from Mexico.” Beckett thought that he would read it to his
friends and family.
Parents expressed how they enjoyed spending time together with their children doing this
activity. Taylor’s mom wrote, “It gives us a chance to have great quality time together, and we
are learning a little culture from other places and practicing reading.” Several families
mentioned that they enjoyed singing together. Manuel’s dad commented that the poetry
notebooks were motivating him (dad) to read more aloud. Embry’s mom wrote, “We found it
good to let her read on her own but also have her read with us.”
When the poetry notebooks first went home, I included a note inviting families to add a
poem or song of their choice (see Appendix N). Two families added poems to the poetry
notebooks. Alex’s family added a poem written in Spanish called “Los Pollitos” or “Baby
Chicks.” Heidi’s mom wrote a poem about Heidi on the back of one of the poems already in her
poetry notebook. I am retyping it here in order to change the names. Heidi was excited to read it
to me.
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Heidi June,
She’ll make you smile
every day.
She’s so caring and sweet
and she sure loves treats.
She loves movies and popcorn
and we’ve loved her since the day
she was born.
She’ll be our best friend
till the very end.
Our little Heidi bug!
Love, Mom & Dad
I was impressed to see a mother willing to share her feelings about her child by authoring a poem
in the poetry notebook. I wrote a note back to her thanking her for writing and sharing her poem
about Heidi. This was further confirmation of positive social interactions between home and the
school. Social learning and social interactions were evident. I observed students learning from
their teachers as poems were first read and modeled for them. Students read and discussed the
poems with each other, and students read to and with their families.
Self-efficacy or confidence in learning.
For the research, simply put, positive self-efficacy is the belief that a student has in his or
her ability to do something (Bandura, 1977). I observed students reading confidently to me after
having practiced the poem several times with their teacher. After my first few observations, as I
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navigated around the room asking students if they would like to read to me, nearby students
would ask, “Can I read to you next?”
During the last few observations, whether I was near a student reading, or across the
room, I was aware that many students were rereading or singing the poem for that day or one of
their favorites with each other. A favorite song for many was, “Let it Go,” from the Disney
movie, “Frozen.” This was a song that many had requested to be put into their notebooks, they
knew this song and were confidently singing it together.
I also observed students’ confidence grow in the area of the preparation of their notebook
pages and how they were able to take their notebooks home and return them to school in good
condition. In the beginning of the study, several children would forget their notebooks at home,
and they would tell me that it was difficult to remember to bring them back to school. As the
weeks went by, students were proud to show me that they remembered to bring their poetry
notebooks back to school so that they could put in their new poems.
Students expressed their growing confidence as readers in relationship to their poetry
notebooks in a variety of ways. During the whole-class debriefing, I asked students if they
thought the poetry notebooks made them a stronger reader. Most hands went up. When I asked
them how it helped them to read better, replies included: “It helps me with rhyming,”
“understanding words,” “practicing,” “helps with chapter books,” and “feel like a good reader.”
When I asked what their families said to them after they read their notebooks at home, students
shared that their parents commented on them being strong readers, making comments such as
“good reader,” “wow,” “good job,” “you’re awesome at reading,” and “really good job.” When I
asked individual students if their poetry notebooks made them stronger readers, all answered in
the affirmative. When asked how it made them a stronger reader, Taylor said, “It helps me learn
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new words that I don’t know.” Josiah answered, “I’m reading a lot.” Several students suggested
that the notebooks challenged them. Heidi said, “Yes, because some poems are harder, and you
will grow as a reader if you read a little bit harder words.” Manuel answered, “Yes, because you
will get in more levels—some are easy; some are hard.” When Hudson was asked what he liked
about his poetry notebook, he suggested that it was helping him talk better, saying “I like the
poetry notebook because it teaches me more words. In kindergarten, my talking wasn’t as well,
and now, it’s much better because of these poems. And in first grade, it’s really helpful.” I
asked a few students if they thought it helped them to read the poems over and over. Chase said,
“Yeah, you may not know it that time, but then, as you keep practicing, perfect practice because
perfect practice makes perfect.”
Many parents commented on how their children seemed to be more confident in their
reading, Manuel’s dad said, “This helped my son to read more independently.” Valentin’s dad
wrote, “Now he’s more confident reading aloud.” And Juan’s mom stated, “He looks more
confident reading them.” Other parents said that their children were learning more, “…my child
is learning to read very well without help…” and “Oliver really likes to read and learned a lot
with this project.” Embry’s mom said, “I know they have helped her reading improve this year.”
Several parents mentioned that motivation or time spent reading was another beneficial aspect of
the poetry notebooks. Overall, the poetry notebooks appeared to help improve students’ positive
self-efficacy.
Benefits of poetry and music for enjoyment and engagement.
The case study data offered evidence of the benefits of using poetry and music for
students’ enjoyment and engagement in learning. When I observed students learning a new
poem, they would be more engaged after its introductory reading if the teacher added a catchy
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tune. For example, the poem, “Reduce, Reuse, Recycle” was first read and discussed. Then
students reread it while singing it to the tune of “The More We Get Together.” During this
rereading and singing, more smiles were evident. Another poem that was recited to a familiar
tune was “We Honor You,” a poem about the American flag. It was sung to the tune of “Happy
Birthday.” Students appeared to have an easier time remembering the words as they sang the
poem and seemed more engaged as well. When students were asked what they liked about their
poetry notebooks, many said that they liked that they got to read lots of poems and songs. Ivette
said, “…some of the songs are in Spanish, I really like them, like ‘Cho-co-la-te,’ cuz it’s easier
for your parents.”
Mrs. Collins and Miss Granberg commented on how the students enjoyed the language of
poetry. Mrs. Collins said, “The students responded positively to the rhythm and rhyme of the
poems.” She also felt poetry was especially beneficial for her second-language learners because
unknown words were explained, and their illustrations gave pictorial support for the words in
each poem. Miss Granberg thought the most important element of the poetry notebooks was that
students were being introduced to the language of poetry.
Parents commented on how their children enjoyed and were engaged by the poems and
songs. One parent wrote, “Embry loves to read the poems and she sings the songs all the time.”
Alex’s mom wrote, “Songs motivate him to learn more.” Several families mentioned that they
liked it when the family sang together. Manuel’s dad said, “We very much enjoy the songs.”
Taylor’s mom stated, “It is very nice to read these poems with my daughter and be together with
the family singing and repeating these beautiful poems.” Others commented on how they
enjoyed the songs. Hudson’s dad wrote, “My favorite is when he is very focused on a poem and
keeps the cadence. It’s almost like he is beat boxing.”
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Many parents, in their comments, expressed general appreciation for the notebooks.
Embry’s mom stated, “Thank you for providing another tool to help Embry read.” Oliver’s mom
wrote, “ I think this project was very helpful.” “Juan’s mom said, “Thank you for the poems, we
appreciate them a lot.” Taylor’s mom wrote, “Thanks for this great opportunity.”
Summary
In this chapter, the findings have been grouped into themes that were discovered when
analyzing the data from observations, interviews, and artifacts. The impact of the use of poetry
notebooks as a first-grade instructional reading method included the themes of: enjoyment and
engagement in reading, social learning, self-efficacy or confidence in learning, and benefits of
poetry and music for enjoyment and engagement. Conclusions drawn from these findings are
shared in the final chapter.
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Chapter 5
Discussion and Conclusions
Introduction
Stake (1995) describes the effective case-study writer as one who winnows and sifts for
the reader’s sake and tells only what is needed. The researcher should consider the potential
readers and their reactions and organize the paper in a manner that will aid the reader’s
understanding of the case. In this final chapter, I apply the discovered themes to the central
research question that guided this case study. I also provide suggestions for future research and
discuss the possible implications and conclusions that this study has on the field of instructional
methods and materials for encouraging reading enjoyment and engagement.
The purpose of this case study was to discover what happens when poetry notebooks are
used as an instructional reading method for encouraging a love for reading for first graders.
There was one central research question and four sub-questions that guided this case study.
Central research question.
What impact do poetry notebooks, when used as a first-grade instructional reading
method, have on student enjoyment and engagement of reading?
The answers to this central research question were discovered by means of data collected
and analyzed using four sub-questions: 1. What do classroom observations reveal about
children’s use of their poetry notebooks? 2. What do children reveal and self-report about their
use of poetry notebooks? 3. What do teachers reveal about children’s use of their poetry
notebooks? 4. What does content analysis of artifacts reveal about students’ use of their poetry
notebooks?
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Discussion
After examining evidence from the data collected, the impact of the instructional reading
method of poetry notebooks for student enjoyment and engagement in reading could be
described by the following themes and theoretical constructs: enjoyment and engagement in
reading, benefits of poetry and music for enjoyment and engagement in literacy learning, and
social learning, including the constructs of modeling and self-efficacy (confidence in learning).
The most pronounced impact of the poetry notebooks was that they were a source of
enjoyment. Everyone involved, including students, parents, and teachers, described enjoyment
and engagement during the use of the poetry notebooks. Students described themselves as
“excited,” “good,” “happy,” and “great” when asked how they felt when using their notebooks.
Embry said, “It’s lots of fun.” Parent comments included, “Hudson loves to read us his poems,”
and “Embry loves to read the poems.” Mrs. Collins commented that the most important benefit
of the poetry notebooks was that “…they are fun for the students.”
This was a similar finding to the studies reviewed in chapter two. Many described how
students were engaged by and enjoyed poetry activities. Serkeres & Gregg (2007), and Durham
(1997) used poetry as a means to help struggling readers. Students in these classrooms improved
in their reading achievement, grew in reading confidence, and enjoyed their reading experience.
Poetry and music were evidenced as promoting student enjoyment and engagement in
their literacy learning. Students, parents, and teachers described the enjoyment of speaking,
singing, and hearing the poems and songs in the notebooks. Mrs. Collins and Miss Granberg
both commented on how students enjoyed the language of poetry. Perfect (1999) also found that
poetry nurtured a love for the sound and power of language. Mrs. Collins said, “The students
responded positively to the rhythm and rhyme of the poems.”
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Students said that they liked reading lots of poems and songs. Parents commented on
how their children were engaged by the poems and songs. One parent wrote, “Embry loves to
read the poems, and she sings the songs all the time.” Reece’s mom stated, “Reece likes to sing
and it’s helping him read more.” Another parent said, “My favorite is when he is very focused
on a poem and keeps the cadence.” I observed students enjoying the poems, and they appeared
to enjoy some even more when a familiar tune was added.
Adding this musical dimension to reading instruction has been shown to have benefits for
reading enjoyment. Researchers have found that music can improve memory, promote word
identification skills, increase vocabulary, and boost reading comprehension (Edge, 2011; HillClarke & Robinson, 2004). Most importantly, music is enjoyable and can motivate and foster a
love for lifelong reading (Edge, 2011; Diamantes, Young, & McBee, 2002). When children are
singing, they are joyful, focused, and engaged; this maximizes the opportunity for language
learning (Edge, 2011). Music, more than any other subject in school, nurtures creativity and
self-expression, which then promotes positive self-concepts (Diamantes, et al., 2002). When I
was trying to facilitate choice within the poetry notebooks, one student requested the Disney
song, “Let It Go.” Several nearby students asked for the song also, and then they burst out
singing. It was not the direction that I had anticipated student choice going; however, it was a
popular song at the time, and a song that was known and enjoyed by many of the children.
Looking through the lens of Bandura’s (1977, 1997) social learning theory, the findings
suggest that students benefitted from the poetry notebook for reading instruction, which is
framed by social interactions. Even though Bandura’s social learning theory speaks more to
social constructs than enjoyment, enjoyment was evidenced in most of the social interactions
involved when using the poetry notebooks. Students, parents, and teachers alluded to the fact
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that social learning helped students enjoy and engage in their poetry reading. Juan’s mom said,
“Juan reads the poems to me, and he enjoys doing it.” I also observed students engaging in
social interactions and enjoying themselves as they read their poems. As seen in Bandura’s
(1997) triadic reciprocal model (see Figure 4, modified) of social learning – students, along with
their behaviors and their environments, worked together to facilitate learning that was enjoyable.
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Figure 4. Bandura’s (1997, p. 6) model of social learning interactions modified with
poetry notebook factors applied.
These interactions between students and their environments are reciprocal, with students
learning from others as well as influencing the learning of others. Manuel’s dad commented that
the poetry notebooks were motivating him (dad) to read aloud more. As Mrs. Collins modeled
the reading of poems, students believed that this helped them learned better. Taylor said, “Yes, it
helps me understand the poem,” and Chase answered, “Yeah, because I can understand the
words more, and she can help me do it.” This modeling is the beginning of Bandura’s (1977)
social learning processes of observational learning (see Figure 5, modified).
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Figure 5. Bandura’s (1977, p. 23) social learning processes of observational learning modified
with poetry notebook factors applied.
The next two sections of the process are where students pay attention to the teacher modeling the
poem (attentional) and then remember the poem by rereading with the teacher (retention). I
observed students engaged as the teacher read each poem with enthusiasm, and then students
read along with her. In the fourth section of Bandura’s model, students read or performed
(reproduced) the poem for the teacher, a family member, or myself. At times, assistance may
have been given in the form of reading together or providing an unknown word. Families gave
positive comments to their children, and students felt successful after reading their poems (fifth
section, motivational). Parents made comments like, “good reader,” “wow,” and “you’re
awesome at reading.” Taylor said, “It helps me learn new words that I don’t know.” In the final
section of performance, students were able to impress their parents with their performances.
Hudson’s dad wrote, “My favorite is when he is very focused on a poem and keeps the cadence.
It’s almost like he is beat boxing.”
Many parents spoke to the social learning construct of positive self-efficacy or student
confidence. Manuel’s dad said, “This helped my son to read more independently.” Valentin’s
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dad wrote, “Now he’s more confident reading aloud.” Bandura’s (1977, 1995) sources of
efficacy expectations and modes of influence (see Figure 6, modified) can be described by
factors or modes of the use of the poetry notebooks.
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Figure 6. Bandura’s (1977, p. 80; 1995, pp. 3-5) sources of efficacy expectations and modes
of influence modified with poetry notebook factors applied.
Students were able to successfully read their poems (performance accomplishments) and
had vicarious experiences as they observed others modeling or reading the poems. Furthermore,
students received positive reinforcement from others (verbal persuasion) and also, experienced
feelings of success from positive comments about their reading (emotional state). One student
suggested that it made her “feel like a good reader.” I observed students wanting to read their
poems to others and myself, and when I asked teachers if students liked to take their notebooks
home to read, Mrs. Collins said, “Yes, [they get] so excited.” Bandura (1995) suggested that
positive efficacy beliefs are important in the development of independent life-long engaged
learners.
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Overall, the poetry notebooks were a form of social learning, offering positive outcomes
for students’ engagement and enjoyment of reading and learning. Dewey (1938) suggested that
social experiences needed to be of high quality, enjoyable, and engaging. Hopefully as students
engage and used their poetry notebooks, they experience enjoyment in their reading and then
learn to love reading, which is at the heart of this study.
A final observation of the poetry notebooks that impressed me was when several students
spoke to the idea of being willing to read the more difficult poems that challenged them. Heidi
said, “…some poems are harder, and you will grow as a reader if you read a little bit harder
words.” Manuel spoke to gaining more experience from more challenging texts, saying, “…you
will get more [reading] levels—some are easy; some are hard.” Children are willing to read
more difficult text if they are motivated and enjoying what they are reading (Holdaway, 1979).
Students with positive self-efficacy for accomplishing an educational task will actively engage
and work harder when they encounter difficulties than those who doubt their capabilities
(Bandura, 1977). This is similar to Csikszentmihalyi’s (1990) theory of flow, where a person is
absorbed in an activity that is enjoyable, in part, because of the relationship or balance between
the challenge and the ability to meet the challenge.
Implications
Because of the qualitative nature and specific context of this case study, it would be
difficult to generalize the findings to other populations of students. However, qualitative
research that seeks understanding of a teaching method can be useful for teachers that want to
improve student engagement and learning (Grady, 1998). Even though we may not be able to
generalize, we can certainly learn from qualitative research (Stake, 1995).
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It appeared that students enjoyed the instructional reading method of poetry notebooks.
The notebooks seemed easy for parents to facilitate, and most parents suggested they enjoyed the
notebooks as well. Both teachers involved in the study said that they would use the poetry
notebooks with future students. And most importantly, the connection with enjoyment and
reading might suggest that students would develop a love for reading.
It is of value to note here that not all parents signed the parent signature page or offered
comments about the use of the poetry notebooks. Perhaps, some parents did not participate in
shared reading of the poetry notebooks with their child. There may also have been less positive
feelings about the notebooks that were not shared with me. It would be of interest for a future
study of this type to get to know each family and have them share their experiences.
While the research question was not focused on reading achievement, both teachers
noticed that students seemed to have better reading fluency and comprehension after using their
poetry notebook for the four months of the study. Both felt that the rereading of the poems
improved fluency. Mrs. Collins thought comprehension was improved as the students discussed
the poems. Miss Granberg believed illustrating the poems also improved the students’
comprehension skills.
Also, while this study did not focus on second-language learners, I found it interesting
that the parents of the second-language learners in this class wrote more comments than parents
of English-only students. They were very appreciative of this instructional reading method. A
few parent comments included, “Thank you for the poems; we appreciate them a lot,” and
“Thanks for this great opportunity.” As an educator I look for opportunities to improve and
transform my practice while celebrating the diversity of students that I teach. Perhaps, the poetry
notebooks are a practical way to reach out to families to share and experience a variety of poems
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and songs from other cultures. Taylor’s mom wrote how she enjoyed learning about culture
from other places.
Personally, as a Title One reading teacher and resource support person for my school, I
am interested in promoting the use of poetry notebooks as an instructional reading method, as
well as encouraging aspects of the poetry notebooks that support student learning. These aspects
would include: the importance of enjoyment and engagement for learning, benefits of poetry and
music for learning, and the influence of social learning, including the value of modeling
(observational learning) and positive self-efficacy. The use of a poetry notebook as an
instructional reading method is also fairly easy to implement. There are many resources online
that offer suggestions and materials for the use of these notebooks in a variety of subject areas.
For example, Edge (2014) has promoted the use of these notebooks for many years, primarily for
kindergarten teachers. However, her suggestions and strategies could be applied to other grades
as well.
I would also be interested in sharing this research with other educators by presenting my
findings at conferences or possibly writing an article for a reading publication. The research
could provide a framework for developing a poetry notebook or similar activity that teachers
could use in their classroom or for a subject area as an addition to the curriculum that they are
currently using.
Suggestions for Future Research
Reflecting back on this study, I believe that future research could be completed in several
areas. First, a study longer than four months would yield more insightful results as to the
usefulness and benefits of the poetry notebooks as an instructional reading method. This longer
time period would allow for more observational time and more time to communicate back and
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forth with parents. This longer time frame would also allow for more selections and student
choice to be added to the notebooks.
Also, student choice would be an important factor to add in a follow-up study. I had
hoped to incorporate more student choice during this study, but for a variety of reasons, choice
was limited. I believe that both teachers and students should choose the poems that go into the
notebook. The teacher would be choosing for particular reasons, such as poems that support
thematic units or poems that are at students’ ability levels. Whereas, students might choose
poems that they are interested in or excited about, even though the text might be more difficult.
An example of that was when several students requested the Disney song, “Let It Go,” and some
words in the lyrics were challenging, such as “isolation” and “bothered.” When students are
allowed to choose their own reading materials, they are more motivated, put forth more effort,
and gain better understanding of the text (Gambrell, 2011).
Finally, parental support and training regarding the use of the notebooks with their
children could also be incorporated in a study of this type. Even though I had a page in the
notebook (see Appendix A) for families that explained how to use the poetry notebook, I believe
it would be better to have a face-to-face opportunity to share with parents how they might
interact with their children during the use of the poetry notebook. It might also be important to
find out how families used the poetry notebooks at home. In an action research project,
Melancon (2013) developed a structured family literacy program in which moms and sons read
stories, discussed stories, and wrote in a journal together. Her study focused on reading
enjoyment, and she worked with parents, encouraging different approaches for shared reading,
and provided ideas for interactions for the families. The moms became more confident working
with their children, and both became more involved in the stories. The moms and their sons
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thought the program was more enjoyable than the regular reading homework that was sent home.
Another study using poetry notebooks for reading instruction might be improved with more
parental guidance and support from the classroom teacher.
Conclusion
Poetry notebooks may provide students with one instructional reading method that may
encourage a love for reading. Others have suggested that a combination of a variety of reading
methods and materials would offer the best chance of reading success for the greatest number of
children (Armstrong, 2003). Truly, for effective reading instruction, it is the teacher who
thoughtfully and analytically uses various programs and methods as each situation demands, as
there is not a single “perfect” program (Duffy & Hoffman, 1999). Teachers who care for their
students and establish strong relationships within the classroom are better able to improve their
reading instruction, rather than strictly relying on any particular method or published curriculum
(Holdaway, 1990).
As a reading teacher concerned for students developing a love for reading, I believe the
poetry notebook is one reading method that offers opportunity for successful reading instruction.
Many of the elements in the poetry notebooks promote enjoyment and engagement in literacy.
When students enjoy an activity, they are more likely to be motivated to do that activity.
Cunningham and Cunningham (2002) suggest that motivation has three primary components:
self-confidence, beliefs about success or failure, and seeing the activity as pleasurable. Many
aspects of poetry notebooks supported self-confidence in this study. Children had shorter
passages to read in the form of poems and songs. Students also enjoyed the playful and joyful
nature of the songs and poems. Finally, students read and performed their poems for their
families, and as Dewey (1938) suggested, these social experiences were enjoyable and engaging.
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As a reading teacher, parent, and grandparent, it is my desire to encourage a love for reading for
all children. This is possible with instructional reading methods and materials like poetry
notebooks that are enjoyable as well as educative.
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Appendices
Appendix A – Parent Letter, Explanation of Reading Anthology Use

Dear Parents,
This is your child’s poetry notebook. This notebook is important to your first grader’s reading
development. It contains the familiar print from the poems, songs, and nursery rhymes we have
been learning in our classroom.
When your child brings home their notebook, it would be helpful if you, an older sister or
brother, or other relative, could read the poems and songs first, if needed. In that way, your child
can again hear the flow of the language and will be better able to predict unknown words.
Your child is then to practice reading the poems and songs until he or she is able to read them
fluently and smoothly. If your child has difficulty reading a word, supply it. Or, ask what makes
sense there, so that reading is a thinking process. Keep the reading fun!
This poetry notebook will come home with your child on Fridays and should be read over the
weekend and returned to school on Mondays. Please remind your child that it is his or her
responsibility to bring back their notebook in good condition.
Thank you for your help.
Mrs. Collins
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Estimados padres de familia ,

Esta es los cuadernos de poesía de su hijo. Esta cuaderno es importante para el desarrollo
de lectura de su hijo de primer grado en este momento. Contiene la impresión familiar de los
poemas , canciones y cantos que hemos estado aprendiendo en nuestra aula .
Cuando su hijo traiga a casa su cuaderno, sería de gran ayuda si usted, hermana, hermano
u otro pariente , puede leer los poemas y canciones en primer lugar, si es necesario. De esa
manera, su niño puede volver a escuchar el flujo de la lengua y estará en mejores condiciones
para predecir palabras desconocidas.
Su hijo es luego de practicar la lectura de los poemas y canciones hasta que él o ella es
capaz de leer con fluidez y sin problemas. Si su hijo tiene dificultades para leer una palabra,
suministrarlo. O, pregunte qué tiene sentido allí, así que la lectura es un proceso de pensamiento.
Mantenga la lectura de la diversión!
Esta cuaderno volverá a casa con su hijo, los viernes y se debe leer durante el fin de
semana y regresar a la escuela el lunes. Por favor recuerde a su hijo que es su responsabilidad de
traer de vuelta a su cuaderno en buenas condiciones.

Gracias por su ayuda.
Mrs. Collins
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Appendix B – Parent Signature and Comment Sheet
Poetry Notebook
Parent Signature and Comment Sheet
Please listen to your child read or sing and then return the notebook on Monday morning, please
sign and make comments.
Date

Parent Signature

Comments
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Poemas, cantos y canciones.
Hoja par los comentarios y la firma de los padres.
Por favor, escuche a su hijo leer y cantar y devuelva la libreta el lunes en las manana. Por favor,
haga sus comentarios y firmela.
Fecha

Firma del padre

Comentarios
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Appendix C – Whole Class Debriefing Guide Questions

1)

How does it make you feel when you read your poetry notebooks?

2)

Do you think that they make you a stronger reader?
Why or why not?

3)

Do you like to take your poetry notebooks home? Why or why not?

4)

To whom do you read your poetry notebook?

5)

What do they say to you after you read your poetry notebook to them?

6)

What did you enjoy most about using your poetry notebook?

7)

Is there anything else you would like to tell me about using your poetry notebook?

Possible follow up question(s).

1)

Do you have a favorite poem or song?
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Appendix D – Individual Student Guide Questions (Target Groups)
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Appendix E – Teacher Guide Questions

1.

Do you believe that the use of the poetry notebooks have helped your students to enjoy
reading? If so, can you tell me how?

2.

Do you believe that the poetry notebooks can help your students to have better reading
fluency and comprehension?

3.

What do you believe is the most important benefit of using the poetry notebooks?

4.

Have the students seemed excited to take their poetry notebooks home?

5.

Do you believe that the poetry notebooks are making a stronger school to home
connection? If so, can you give me an example?

6.

Would you use the poetry notebooks next year? If so, how would you change or adapt
them?

7.

Have you encountered problems while using the poetry notebooks?

8.

Is there anything else you would like to tell me about the poetry notebooks?
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Appendix F – Consent Form
February 28, 2014
Dear Parents and Guardians,
Greetings! I am writing to introduce myself. My name is Peggy Garner, and I am a
student from George Fox University. I will be working on a research study in Mrs. Collins’s
first-grade classroom. I write requesting permission for your child to participate in this study.
This research study will be about students’ attitudes and feelings toward poetry
notebooks. Over the next four months these notebooks will be filled with songs, poems, and
nursery rhymes and will be part of your child’s regular classroom reading instruction. Your
child will bring the poetry notebooks home to read with you each weekend.
I will come to the classroom once a week to observe the students using their poetry
notebooks. At the end of the four months, I will conduct an interview with the class as a whole,
and I may ask some smaller groups of students some follow-up questions. These interviews will
be conducted within the classroom. I will also collect some samples from the poetry notebooks.
Your child’s participation in this study will provide me with important information about
the use of poetry notebooks for reading instruction. I will present my findings to George Fox
University faculty and colleagues. At no time during the process or in the final paper will I
identify any participants. Please sign below giving your consent for your child’s participation as
part of my research study.
If you have any questions, please feel free to email or give me a call. I look forward to
this learning experience and the opportunity to work with your child!
Sincerely,
Peggy Garner

__________________________________

503-570-0417

Student Name

pgarner10@georgefox.edu
__________________________________
Signature of Parent/Guardian
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Appendix G – Poetry Notebook Cover Page

Poetry Notebook
A Collection of Poems, Songs, and Nursery Rhymes

1st Grade * Mrs. Collins
2014
Illustrated by ______________________________
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Appendix H – Observation Protocol Form
Observation Form
Date:_______________________ Beginning Time:________ Ending Time:________
Sketch of Classroom:

Descriptive Notes

Reflective Notes
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Appendix I – Thank You Note and Additional Comments
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Appendix J – Samples of Student Illustrations

Ivette lived in an icy igloo with an interesting iguana.
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Appendix K – Samples of Parent Comments
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Appendix L – Sample of Initial Coding Data
Parent Comments from Notebooks, Initial

Coding, Italics translated from Spanish

Taylor’s mom
She was very happy reading me the poems and explained the pictures.
Taylor sang to me even the Spanish song and read twice the “We honor you”
Great poems!
Embry’s mom
Embry read these very well.
Sometimes she reads from memory rather than really looking at the words. She replaces
words with her own. I then remind her to look at each word as she reads.
Juan’s mom
I like that it motivates to read more.
Very nice poems.
Maria’s mom
good, she learns to read well
is improving
very well
likes to study
Heidi’s mom
We love all the poems.
Hudson’s parent
We had fun reading the poetry and looking at the artwork.
5 happy faces
Oliver’s mom
I found very nice to know that my child is learning to read very well without help
interesting my son learn a lot more and am very happy with this
my son is learning so much and thank you for this project really helped a lot
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of my son is very happy with this project and I also thank
osta my husband happy with this project I aligual
Oliver feels happier and safer when they read thanks
Reece’s parent
Seem Ricki like to song a lot.
Ricki seem to like the poem but like the math one more
Ricki like sing and seem be her to read more
Ricki has come along a lot seem to learn a lot
Alex’s father
likes to sing is fun
enjoys singing with her family
Valentin’s father
Helps children to develop their knowledge. Increasing learn to read more. Read more
quickly.
******************************************************************************
Parent Comments from Thank You Note.
Manuel’s dad
I congratulate you guys on this poetry program. We very much enjoy the songs. This
helped my student to read more independently. I am also more motivated in reading aloud.
Thank you very much.
Juan’s mom
Juan reads the poems to me and he enjoys doing it. He looks more confident reading
them. Thank you for the poems, we appreciate them a lot.
Oliver’s mom
Oliver really likes to read and learned a lot with this project. Her prefers to read alone
but his I enjoy listening to him. His favorite song is “Let It Go” from Frozen. Thank you for
the attention you gave the kids and I think this project was very helpful.
Taylor’s mom
It is very nice to read these poems with my daughter and be together with the family
singing and repeating these beautiful poems. It gives us a chance to have great quality time
together and we’re learning a little culture from other places and practicing reading. Thanks for
this great opportunity.
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Valentin’s dad
They have read all of the poems. Sometimes he likes to read them alone or his brother
reads them. Now he’s more confident reading aloud. He brought his book home frequently and
it has served him well. His favorite is “Let It Go.”
Alex’s parent
This helped my son read more. He really enjoys singing. Songs motivate him to learn
more.
Reece’s mom
I think book help Reece understand pome and how words work together make songs
and pome.
Hudson’s dad
Hudson loves to read us his poems. My favorite is when he is very focused on a poem
and keeps the cadence. It’s almost like he is beat boxing! His favorite poem is “Peter Piper.”
Thank you.
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Appendix M – Consent Form in Spanish
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Appendix N – Note for Parents to Send in Poems or Songs

Dear Parents,
If you have any special poem or song that your family enjoys, please send those to school with
your child. We will put them in your child’s poetry notebook, and we may share the poem or
song with the class as well.
Thank you!

